The brain has a never-ending internal activity, whose spatiotemporal evolution impacts how we perceive external inputs and generate illusions. The spatiotemporal evolution depends on the 10 neuronal network structure, which forms such a rich dynamic system that the internal interaction with external inputs has remained poorly understood. We used reproducible touch-related spatiotemporal inputs and recorded intracellularly from rat neocortical neurons to characterize this interaction at the circuitry level. Although repeated presentations of the same input generated variable responses, they tended to sort into a set of preferred response states, unique for each 15 neuron. This suggests that sensory inputs combine with internal brain network dynamics to cause it to fall into one out of many possible local minima solutions with disparate instantiations in the subnetworks connected to each neuron.
Behavioral, mental and perceptual functions of the neocortex depend on internal state control. A state in the brain can be described as the combination of activity in all of its neurons (1) . Since the neurons make synaptic connections with each other, their activity are not independent, which is reflected in reports of constrained 'realms' of possible response combinations in populations of neurons (2, 3) . External inputs to the neocortical circuitry, which generate spatiotemporal 5 patterns of activation arising in the multitude of sensors throughout our bodies, further constrain the space of possible neuronal responses (2) . An important aspect of perception, and the foundation of illusions, is that a response is not only determined by the quality, or spatiotemporal pattern, of the sensory input but also depends on the current internal state of the cortex (4) (5) (6) (7) . Although by definition a high-dimensional latent state (8) , a more specific embodiment or 10 physiology of the circuitries generating this type of constraint has so far been difficult to identify. This is not surprising as a direct demonstration requires a precise estimate of what the experimental subject is thinking of, and how it is instantiated in the circuitry, at the time of the stimulus delivery. Otherwise, the internally generated constraints become an uncontrolled variable, which will appear as internal system noise in sensory-evoked responses. Here we aimed 15 to deduce information about the character of these internally generated response constraints using fixed spatiotemporal patterns of tactile sensory activation.
To overcome an underestimated methodological problem of neurophysiology, that is to achieve exactly reproducible sensor activation patterns in a living organism where the sensors are located in compliant or movable tissue and their exact location or tuning relative to external 20 stimuli are subject to uncontrollable brain efferent control, we used electrical intracutaneous stimulation to deliver a set of reproducible but also richly resolvable sensory input patterns to the brain (9) (Fig. 1A) . In order to further minimize system noise caused by uncontrollable movements and internal thought processes unrelated to the stimuli, and in order to make the rats accept long-term stimulation of the skin electrodes, we used light anesthesia. We made 25 intracellular, whole-cell patch clamp in vivo recordings from single neocortical pyramidal cells (putative layer III-V pyramidal neurons in the somatosensory cortex (S1), Fig. 1B ), three of which were morphologically verified to be layer III pyramids (Fig. 1C ). The intracellularly recorded signal represents the summed synaptic input from 10,000's of neurons. As these neurons by definition are part of the same subnetwork within the cortex (which in the rat 30 contains 25,000,000 neurons (10)), the intracellular signal is a read-out of the instantiation of the current brain state that is specific to the subnetworks connecting to that neuron.
The time-varying states of the subnetworks connected to the recorded neuron generated a rich a background activity of spontaneous up and down states, mixed with episodes of intermediate states, against which the responses evoked by the sensor input patterns could often 35 stand out as distinctly different (Fig. 1D ). Responses evoked by the same stimulation pattern appeared to be impacted by the preceding state, as reflected in the spontaneous activity ( Fig. 1D , top two traces). In some cases, the spontaneous activity could even resemble the responses evoked by the stimulation (Fig. 1D , bottom trace), in agreement with another study (5) . A striking feature of the responses to isolated single pulse stimulations were their highly variable 40 nature ( Fig. 1E -G). Since electrocutaneous primary afferent sensory activation has a constant response latency time and absence of failures (11), the variability (Table S1 for statistics and Fig.  S1 for further details) must be due to factors in the networks of the central nervous system.
Fig. 1. Electrical skin stimulation and general properties of intracellular responses. (A)
Locations of the four pairs of intracutaneous needle electrodes ('channels') inserted in digit 2 to stimulate the tactile primary afferents. The eight spatiotemporal patterns were re-used from a previous publication (9) . (B) Neuronal recordings were made in an exposed cortical area of 4 by 5 2 mm, located in the center of the photo. An electrocorticography (ECoG) surface electrode was placed on a separate, smaller exposed area in the lower half of the photo. Naturalistic tactile inputs, as opposed to single stimulation pulses, are composed of 5 spatiotemporal patterns of skin sensor activation, which might allow the input to impact the internal state of the cortical networks as the input pattern still unfolds. Indeed, repeated delivery of a specific stimulation pattern generated responses that sorted into a few different categories ( Fig. 2A) . A response classification method indicated that the majority of the responses in the illustrated case were divisible into six response types (Fig. 2B ). This sample neuron displayed 3- 10 6 types for each of the other seven stimulation patterns tested (Fig. 1A) . Across all neurons, the responses evoked by each stimulation pattern were on average divisible into 3.8+/-1.3 response types ( Table 1 ). Using Kruskal-Wallis, we tested whether the responses classified into one response type were separable (at p<0.05) from all other responses evoked by the same stimulation pattern in the same cell. Across the grand total of 494 response types all stimulation 15 patterns and all neurons, this specificity occurred for more than 60% of the response types across each time point for the duration of the stimulation patterns, whereas it rapidly dropped to chance levels after the stimulation patterns ceased (Fig. 2C, Fig. S3 ).
We next used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as verification that the response types were distinctly different from each other. This method provided a measure of the accuracy, 20 or the distinctness of separation of the individual responses, as summarized in a confusion matrix for the sample stimulation pattern in this neuron (Fig. 2D) . The mean accuracy across the different response types is indicated in the diagonal, and was on average 59.7% for this stimulation pattern (including ungrouped responses; chance level was = 1/7 = 14.3%). Across the population of recorded cells, the accuracy of the separation of the responses into the identified 25 responses types was generally above 60% for each of the eight stimulation patterns (Table 1) .
Whereas the majority of the evoked responses could be classified as belonging to one of the response types (Table 1) , 'ungrouped' responses ( Fig. 2D ) were by definition a much broader class and consequently had a much greater risk of confusion (i.e. a low value in the diagonal and a higher prevalence of well-above-zero values outside the diagonal, Fig. 2D ). To evaluate the 30 'ungrouped' responses we used the F1 score, where a high value indicates a small risk of confusion with any of the specific classes of responses. In Fig. 2D , the F1 score was 0.24, indicating a relatively high degree of confusion. But across the dataset, the F1 score was 0.48 (Table 1) , which indicates that the ungrouped responses were quite well separated from the defined response types, despite being a heterogeneous group. 35 We next used PCA to look at the response types evoked by all the eight stimulation patterns in the illustrated cell ( Fig. 2E ). In this case, the accuracy of the response types (ungrouped response were excluded here) was on average 57.6% (chance level = 1/34 = 2.9%), whereas across all cells recorded, this accuracy was 38.2+/-21.0%. Hence, a majority of the evoked responses for a single stimulation pattern could be divided into distinct types, which with 40 a high accuracy were separable from responses not belonging to that type. Within each response type, though, a certain degree of variability occurred (Fig. 2B) suggesting that the number of resolvable response types is likely to be higher than what we could identify from 100 repetitions. But this analysis demonstrated a discontinuity of responses generated by identical inputs. We previously found the responses evoked by a given stimulation pattern to be overall different between cells (9), which on average was the case also in the present set of recordings 5 ( Fig. 3A-C) . Here, the issue was instead if the identified response types evoked by the same stimulation pattern across cells were distinct from each other. Fig. 3D illustrates a confusion matrix of a sample stimulation pattern, for which the accuracy was 42.7% (chance = 1/48 =2.1%). Across all eight stimulation patterns, the accuracy was 39.5+/-3.5%. Moreover, in the sample illustration ( Fig. 3D ), we found that 45 out of 48, or 93.8%, of the response types were 10 separable from the responses of all other types (i.e. decoding accuracy higher than chance). Across all stimulation patterns 44.1+/-2.9 response types, or 89.6+/-3.0% of the total number of response types identified, were similarly separable. A separate analysis of the responses evoked by the individual pulses that composed each stimulation pattern further indicated the responses for each neuron to be statistically different from the responses evoked in other cells (Figs S4-S6). 15 We next compared the distribution of the relative probability of the desynchronized ECoG state for each stimulation patterns (a total of 8 times 13 = 104 data points across all cells) with the corresponding distribution for each of the 494 response types identified. The distributions did not differ significantly (p=0.68, t-test; Fig. S7 ). Hence, this aspect of the initial brain state was not predictive of the response type, suggesting that the response types were not 20 an effect merely of the initial brain state but rather the result of an interplay between the input and the dynamics of internal state evolution as the stimulus presentation unfolded.
Fig. 3. Responses and response types to the same input patterns in different neurons. (A)
Averages of intracellular responses of neuron #5 (N=100 responses) and neuron #11 (N=80 responses) to stimulation pattern S20. Vertical colored lines indicate the individual stimulation pulses of the stimulation pattern. (B-C) Similar display for the responses to two other input 5 patterns. Neuron #5 pattern S5 is also illustrated in Fig. 2A-B Our results show that in combination with the current state of internal cortical activity, responses evoked by tactile sensory input patterns tend to fall into a limited subset of preferred 10 response states, which are specific to each cortical neuron. The character of these recurring responses indicate that the networks defining the internal brain states, which may encompass the entire neocortex (12, 13) , and which are known to be essential for forming the percept of each given external input (14, 15) , have a non-uniform landscape of solutions that are adaptable to the time-evolving match between the internally set expectations and the actual sensory activation 15 pattern. The findings suggest that the multidimensional latent state defined by large populations of neurons across the neocortex (8) work according to attractor like dynamics (16) but with multiple metastable states for each given input. The response types observed in individual neurons would thus be local subnetwork-instantiations of the input-updated brain-wide state estimations of the world and the own body, which could correspond to the fundamental 20 mechanisms for perception and illusion phenomena. We expect these principles to reflect a general computational strategy used by the neocortex across all sensory systems.
